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Near the end of Euripides’ Medea (1329-32, 1339-40), Jason implies that
Medea is a barbarian to whom Greek institutions and values are meaningless,
and he has been followed in this judgment by many students of the play. In a
way, this is understandable: Euripides induces us to agree with Jason by
characterizing Medea as a woman who willingly murders not only her enemies
but her own children in order to take vengeance on her husband for leaving her
to marry another woman. But if we find ourselves in agreement with Jason,
this should give us pause. Although he claims to be a “great friend” (m°gaw
f¤low, 549) to Medea and the children and offers child-support and letters of
introduction for use in their exile (459-62), his whole conception of friendship
and kinship—in Greek, fil¤a (philia)—is purely instrumental, and he violates
his sworn relationship to Medea for the sake of material advantage far more
readily than she brings herself to kill the children. On the subject of Greek
institutions and values, Jason speaks with little authority and should command
no assent.
I argue in this essay that Medea focuses precisely on the nature and value
of philia and on the significance not only of being a f¤low (philos, “friend”) but
of expressing philia in language and action. The play explores the ambiguities
of this institution and the ways that these ambiguities invite manipulation by
individual characters who are defined by how they exploit them. In particular,
Euripides represents Medea herself chiefly through her ability to manipulate
philia, using it to destroy, and to justify destroying, those she hates. Although
the word philia does not occur in the play, Medea’s contradictory words and
actions call into question its meaning and value, even while they illustrate its
power. Her ability to control almost everyone she speaks to is based mainly on
this power. Our problems in evaluating her ethically disquieting actions and
character and interpreting the play accurately reflect the problematic nature of
philia in classical Athens and of the values attached to it. In this respect,
Medea is typical of Attic tragedy, one distinctive feature of which is the way
the poets challenge their audiences (and readers) to rethink traditional
institutions and values by evoking contradictions within (and between) them.
In classical Greek, philia signifies a relation or attitude of solidarity or
affection between members of the same family, community, social club—even
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the same business partnership or occupation. Philia allows, even requires, that
one person think of another as someone on whom he or she can rely and who
[58]can rely on him or her in return, in contrast to those who are “outsiders”
(éllÒtrioi) or “enemies” (§xyro¤, echthroi). The word philia does not occur in
extant Greek literature before the third quarter of the fifth century, apart from
three passages of the sixth-century elegist Theognis.1 Rather, the traditional
word for the relationship later expressed by philia is filÒthw (philotês). The
shift from philotês to philia as the prevalent word—a shift from a word used of
all kinds of reciprocal “friendships” to a word with more purely political and
instrumental associations (see below)—is contemporaneous with the increasing
disenchantment of Greek culture with its traditional institutions and values.
Originally, as E. Benveniste has shown, “a pact concluded in the name of
philotês” made “the contracting parties philoi; they were henceforth committed
to a reciprocity of services which constitute ‘hospitality.’”2 Such a pact was not
only a contract based on an exchange of services and gifts; it was also
“conceived as an act committing the good faith (p¤stiw) of the contracting
parties,”3 and normally it was accompanied by the ritual gesture of one party
taking with his right hand the right hand of the other, and often by both parties
solemnly taking an oath over a sacrificial victim to abide by the terms of the
pact.4 In numerous texts from Homer through the classical period, the language
of philotês and philia is closely associated with the language of “faith” and
“trust” (p¤stiw, pepoiy°nai). In fact, the syntagmatic association of these
groups of words is so old and so common that J. Taillardat proposed an
etymological connection: both may go back to a single root meaning “the one
who has committed his or her faith in a pact.”5
It is noteworthy that the language of friendship and of faith also tends to
be associated contextually with other words denoting reciprocal relationships,
such as xãriw (charis), meaning both a favor done by one person for another
and the feeling of gratitude inspired by such a favor, and afid≈w (aidôs), usually
translated as “shame” or “respect”—“an emotion provoked by one’s perception
of one’s place in the social structure and of the obligations which accompany
that place.”6 Aidôs is a psychological phenomenon, a state of awareness or
consciousness, while philotês refers to an external fact, a social condition.7 But
both words are used of the same persons in reference to the same type of
relationship. “All those who are united by reciprocal duties of afid≈w are called
f¤loi,” and both aidôs and philotês involve actions and sentiments proper to
members of a closed group such as a family or community.8
In Greek popular thought of the archaic and classical periods, the most
highly prized of such actions and sentiments is “to help friends and harm
enemies.” Doubts, uncertainties, criticism, and re-evaluation of this ethic are
implicit already in the Iliad’s critical attitude toward traditional heroic values
and appear in fifth- and fourth-century texts. But the standard sense of philia is
still reflected, for example, in Xenophon’s account of Socrates’ discussion of
the topic in Memorabilia 2.4-10 and Isocrates’ Ad Demonicum 24-26.9
Embedded in the traditional value is a fundamentally instrumental notion of
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philia: a philos was someone who could and did help you to gain some
advantage, profit, or power, as well as one to whom you could and did give
similar assistance. Such an instrumental notion is explicit or implicit in
numerous passages of the orators and comic poets, who reflect popular morality
and repeatedly suggest [59]that the main motives of philia are cooperation in
gaining economic and social advantages, assistance in taking vengeance on
personal enemies, and protection in case of economic, legal, or other trouble.10
When the word philia begins to occur commonly in the third quarter of
the fifth century, it is used first and foremost of an instrumental friendship or
alliance in a specifically political context. This is true even of its earlier
occurrences in the poetry of Theognis, and Theognis’ usage is paralleled by that
of the fifth-century historians and in the diplomatic language of sixth- and fifthcentury treaties between city-states.11 Within city-states, too, politics was “built
on an elaborate complex of friendship ties” among the leading citizens and the
groups with which they were connected, until, in roughly the third quarter of
the century, this old politics broke down and “a new pattern emerge[d] which
emphasized mass alliances and direct appeals [by leading politicians] to [the]
many citizens who formerly had little say in the affairs of the city.”12 In this
public context, philia came to be seen more and more as merely a useful
connection which individuals manipulated and exploited for their own
advantage. At the same time, and paradoxically, in contrast to this instrumental
sense of the word, and as distinctions became increasingly clear-cut between
family and community, private and public identity, philia also was used more
and more of inner feelings and dispositions and of personal loyalties grounded
in such sentiments.
Thus, between the time of Homer and the final third of the fifth century,
there were two main developments in the meaning of philia:
1) a
fundamentally instrumental notion, which had been part of a more general,
traditional conception of reciprocal solidarity, became the primary sense of the
word; 2) a word that originally signified a social and, later, a political institution
came to be used more often of individual, affective relationships. Euripides’
Medea, like his nearly contemporary Alcestis, is a good index of these changes.
It juxtaposes old and new kinds of philia and achieves much of its effect by
showing the shifting meanings of the institution and relationship within the play
and the antithetical values it admits.
*****
The keynote is struck in the prologue, when the Nurse states that Medea’s
feeling for Jason is no longer love but angry hatred—and that this feeling may
be turned against her children: nËn d' §xyrå pãnta ka‹ nose› tå f¤ltata
(“Now all things [which are harmonious in a marriage] are hated, and things
loved most are sick,” 16); §xyroÊw ge m°ntoi, mØ f¤louw, drãsei° ti (“May she
do something to those she hates rather than her loved ones,” 95). For the
Nurse, the contrast between Medea’s “loved ones” and “those she hates,”
between her “friends” and “enemies,” her philoi and echthroi, is clear. But a
confusion of these categories and Medea’s inability to distinguish clearly
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between them run throughout the play. Her killing of the children is the
culmination of such confusion; it also is the occasion for the fullest expression
on Medea’s part of her true feelings about Jason and for her revelation of her
inhumanity in a situation where the crucial human distinction between philoi
and echthroi—a distinction both social and ethical—has no meaning for her.
[60]Of course, as has been pointed out,13 Medea does distinguish between
friends and enemies: part of Euripides’ characterization of her as a
“Sophoclean” hero is her determination that “No one should think I am trivial
and weak, / nor gentle, but of the opposite character, / oppressive to my
enemies and well-disposed toward my friends; / for the life of such people is
most glorious” (807-10). But for Medea, this distinction between friends and
enemies becomes confused, or rather, as a result of her own passions, she tends
to cause turbulence in relations of philia both for herself and for others. At 710, for example, the Nurse mentions that if Medea hadn’t been “struck in her
heart with desire for Jason, she would not have persuaded the daughters of
Pelias to kill their father…”; Medea herself tells how she shamefully killed her
brother and abandoned her father and city (166-67). At 252-58, she reminds the
women of Corinth how, unlike them who have a city, a father’s house, the
“presence of loved ones” (sunous¤a f¤lvn), and the advantages of life, “I,
isolated, alone, without a city, / am being violated by my husband, since I have
been carried off as booty from a foreign land / and have no mother, brother, or
kin / to take refuge with from this misfortune.” She suppresses mention of her
brother’s murder and lies about the reason she left Colchis, but the fact of her
being without philoi is true enough, now that she is on terms of hatred rather
than of love and solidarity with Jason (229, 310-11). This change in their
relationship is parallel to that in her relationship to her family, with whom, she
reminds him, she had exchanged philia for ¶xyra (echthra, “enmity”) for his
sake: “To my friends at home I have become an enemy, and those whom I
should not have treated / badly, I have as enemies, doing favor to you” (to›w
m¢n o‡koyen f¤loiw / §xyrå kay°sthx', oÓw d° m' oÈk §xr∞n kak«w / drçn, so‹
xãrin f°rousa polem¤ouw ¶xv, 506-508).
The way is prepared for Medea’s complaint by the conversation between
the Nurse and the Paedagogue. The latter says of Jason, “He leaves his old
marriage-connections for new ones, / and that man is not a friend to this house”
(palaiå kain«n le¤petai khdeumãtvn, / koÈk ¶st' §ke›now to›sde d≈masin
f¤low , 76-77), and the Nurse tells the children that their father “is caught being
bad to his friends” (kakÒw g' Ãn §w f¤louw èl¤sketai, 84), to which the
Paedagogue replies, “Who of mortals isn't [bad to his friends]? Are you just
now recognizing that everyone loves (file›) himself more than the one near
him…?” (85-86). Even before Medea is heard offstage, desperate in her
wretchedness (96-97) and cursing her children, husband, and household (11214), it is clear that the reason for her anger will not be merely that Jason has left
her for another woman but that he has violated their relationship of philia.
Moreover, the Paedagogue’s words in 85-86 in effect call into question the very
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possibility of philia, and Medea, by her actions throughout the play, in her own
way expresses just this kind of nihilistic self-interest.
On the other hand, for Medea, as much as for any character in extant Attic
tragedy, philia is a social tie based on a compact in which two parties have
committed their faith by oath. She speaks of “having bound my accursed
husband with great oaths” (161-63) and recalls to Jason the pledge he has
betrayed:14
[61]˜rkvn d¢ froÊdh p¤stiw, oÈd' ¶xv maye›n
efi yeoÁw nom¤zeiw toÁw tÒt' oÈk êrxein ¶ti,
µ kainå ke›syai y°smi' ényr≈poiw tå nËn,
§pe‹ sÊnoisyã g' efiw ¶m' oÈk eÎorkow \n.
feË dejiå xe¤r, ∏w sÁ pÒll' §lambãnou,
ka‹ t«nde gonãtvn, …w mãthn kexr≈ismeya
kakoË prÚw éndrÒw, §lp¤dvn d' ≤mãrtomen.
The faith of oaths is gone, and I am unable to learn
if you believe that the gods of that time no longer rule
or that new laws for humans are established now,15
since you know you do not keep your oath to me.
Ah, right hand, which you often grasped,
and knees, how falsely we have been treated
by this man, this villain; how we have failed in our
expectations! (492-98)
In Medea’s mind, Jason’s violation of faith is connected intimately to his lack
of aidôs: she tells him (468-72) that “looking friends in the face after doing
them wrong / is not boldness or courage / but the greatest of all sicknesses
among humans, / shamelessness (éna¤deia).” The chorus, too, in summing up
her troubles, sing (439-40): b°bake d' ˜rkvn xãriw, oÈd' ¶t' afid∆w / ÑEllãdi
tçi megãlai m°nei, afiyer¤a d' én°pta (“The grace of oaths is gone; no longer
does shame / remain in great Greece, but it has flown up into the sky”). These
lines unmistakably echo Hesiod’s description in Works and Days 190-201 of
the antisocial evils of the fifth generation of mortals, which culminate in the
departure of Aidôs and Nemesis from the human world to the “tribe of the
deathless gods.”16 Thus Jason’s treatment of Medea is associated with the
worst moral behavior in Greek poetic tradition. Charis, which I have translated
as “grace,” is, like philia, a quintessentially human quality involving
recompense and reciprocity. To say that “the grace of oaths is gone” is another
way of saying that Medea is being treated inhumanly.
When Jason treats her faithlessly, like an echthros rather than a philos,
with no aidôs or charis, he not only treats her immorally in human terms but
also, in effect, acts as if he were a god for whom these human standards are
irrelevant—a position that his apparent power, in contrast to her apparent
powerlessness, would seem to justify in his complacent and self-satisfied
mind.17 Of course, in terms of actual power, which, as always in Euripides, is
what counts most in distinguishing gods from humans, it is Medea who resembles a god, not Jason. “The grace of oaths is gone; no longer does shame /
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remain in great Greece, but it has flown up into the sky,” applies at least as well
to her behavior as to his, given her previous betrayal of her fatherland and
murder of her brother. Later in the play, when she murders the princess and
Creon through an explicit breach of the social institutions of suppliancy (971)
and philia (1151, 1153) and then kills her children, her metaphorical
inhumanity becomes clear. Her final appearance in her grandfather’s chariot
even suggests a literal inhumanity: it guarantees her an escape no human could
contrive, and her physical location in the crane from which, in Greek tragedy,
only a god would speak, characterizes her from 1317 on as more daimôn than
human.18
[62]Throughout the play, in her successive encounters with Creon,
Aegeus, and Jason, Medea uses her understanding of philia, and her ability to
exploit it and other traditional institutions and relationships of reciprocity, to
achieve her own ends and defeat her enemies. When Creon declares their
relationship to be one of enmity (épexy°syai, 290) and commands her to leave
Corinth, she manipulates him, through gestures of suppliancy and an appeal to
his aidôs,19 into temporary relations of philia that lead to his ruin: prÒw se
gonãtvn t∞w te neogãmou kÒrhw (“By your knees and your newly married
girl,” 324); éll' §jelçiw me koÈd¢n afid°shi litãw; (“But will you drive me out
and in no way respect my prayers?” 326). Although Creon, acknowledging the
traditional association between aidôs and philia, replies, “[I will drive you out,]
for I do not consider you more dear than my own house” (fil« går oÈ s¢
mçllon µ dÒmouw §moÊw, 327), Medea continues to supplicate him: flk°teusa
(“I supplicated,” 338) strengthens prÒw se gonãtvn and suggests that she had
knelt at 324 to embrace his knees in the suppliant’s ritual gesture of placing
herself in his power. Finally, Creon relents, claiming that “my spirit is least of
all naturally tyrannical / and I have ruined many matters by showing shame”
(¥kista toÈmÚn l∞m' ¶fu turannikÒn, / afidoÊmenow d¢ pollå dØ di°fyora,
348-49). As the word afidoÊmenow suggests, he in effect enters into a day-long
truce with Medea, a temporary relation of philia that leads to his ruin. This
would have been clear to an audience familiar with both the close, traditional,
formulaic and contextual associations between philos, philotês, philein and
aidoios, aidôs, aideisthai in Homeric and archaic Greek poetry, and with the
similarity between the language of personal friendship and that of truces and
treaties in archaic and classical Greece.20
Medea skillfully fawns on Creon (yvpeËsai, 367) in order to soften his
echthra and establish a compact. As usual in her compacts of philia, she
herself manipulatively violates the relationship, in this case at the very start
when she tells the chorus, “…this day he allowed me / to stay, in which I will
make three corpses of my enemies, / both the father and the daughter and my
husband” (tÆnd' éf∞ken ≤m°ran / me›na¤ m', §n ∏i tre›w t«n §m«n §xyr«n
nekroÁw / yÆsv, pat°ra te ka‹ kÒrhn pÒsin t' §mÒn, 373-75).21
Medea’s ability to wield the conventional language and gestures of philia
is clear, too, in the scene with Aegeus. They are themselves already philoi
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(663-64), and she loses no time in describing her plight to him in terms of the
violation of philia and pistis by Jason:
Mh. guna›k' §f' ≤m›n despÒtin dÒmvn ¶xei.
Ai. oÎ pou tetÒlmhk' ¶rgon a‡sxiston tÒde;
Mh. sãf' ‡sy': êtimoi d' §sm¢n ofl prÚ toË f¤loi.
Ai. pÒteron §rasye‹w µ sÚn §xya¤rvn l°xow;
Mh. m°gan g' ¶rvta: pistÚw oÈk ¶fu f¤loiw.
Me: He has a wife over us as mistress of the house.
Ai: He surely hasn't dared this most shameful deed,
has he?
Me: Know clearly [that he did]; we who were his
friends before are without honor.
[63]Ai: Because he conceived a passion [for someone
else],
or hating your bed?
Me: A great passion! He proved not to be faithful to
his friends. (694-98)
The breach of philia is first indicated in 694: Jason has taken not simply a
lover but a new “mistress of the house,” shattering the domestic unit and
belittling Medea’s status and worth.22 Aegeus’ “incredulous surprise,”
registered by his oÎ pou (“He surely hasn't…, has he?” 695),23 suggests the
outrageousness of Jason’s behavior, and his terming the deed “most shameful”
(a‡sxiston) makes the usual connection between the values of “friendship” and
those of “shame.” Medea’s reply, that Jason’s former “friends” are now
“without honor” (êtimoi), reinforces this connection: “honor” (timÆ) involves
the same basic notion of (re-)payment—and therefore of reciprocity—as do the
other social and ethical values associated with philia: aidôs, charis and even
d¤kh (dikê, “justice”).24 Here, pistÚw oÈk ¶fu f¤loiw (“He proved not to be
faithful to his friends”), which is made more emphatic by asyndeton, completes
her picture of Jason’s betrayal of their compact.
Later in the scene, Medea’s request for asylum in Athens and Aegeus’
agreement to receive her are grounded in their relation of philia, strengthened,
as in the case of Creon, by Medea’s formal supplication (709-11):25
éll' êntoma¤ se t∞sde prÚw geneiãdow
gonãtvn te t«n s«n flkes¤a te g¤gnomai,
o‡ktiron o‡ktirÒn me tØn dusda¤mona….
But I entreat you by this beard of yours
and by your knees, and I become your suppliant,
have pity, have pity on me, the unfortunate woman….
In return, she promises to end his childlessness, and he agrees “to grant you this
favor” (tÆnde soi doËnai xãrin, 719), signifying by xãrin his understanding
that they are entering into a compact of reciprocal services. Medea suggests the
desirability of strengthening this agreement by reliable assurance (p¤stiw, 731)
in the form of “sworn oaths” (ırk¤oisi, 735): “Having come to an agreement
with me in words but not having sworn by the gods, / you might perhaps
become their friend and be persuaded by their approaches” (lÒgoiw d¢ sumbåw
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ka‹ ye«n én≈motow / f¤low g°noi' ín képikhrukeÊmasin / tãx' ín p¤yoio,
737-39). Aegeus agrees that he will find it strategically easier to refuse to
surrender Medea if he is bound by an oath, and at her suggestion swears “by
Earth and the bright light of the Sun and all the other gods” to do as she says.26
In her conversation with Aegeus, as in her earlier exchange with Creon
and later scene with Jason (866-975), Medea manipulates the rituals and
language of suppliancy along with oaths of sworn friendship for her own
personal advantage. She consciously exploits her talent for such manipulation
to serve her goals of vengeance and escape, opportunistically using language
and gestures long associated in Greek tradition with the most decent human
behavior to succeed in her savage revenge. Given her earlier violations of
philia in her own family, perhaps a viewer or reader should anticipate little
fidelity and stability in the future relationship between Aegeus and Medea.
Such an expectation would have been strengthened for Euripides’ original
audience by [64]their familiarity with the story of Medea’s later attempt to
make Aegeus murder his son, Theseus.27
When Medea accuses Jason of violating their pledges of philia—their
oaths and their right hands—she also describes how for his sake (soi xãrin
f°rousa, 508) she had broken the bonds of philia with her own family, making
her friends into enemies (oÓw ... polem¤ouw ¶xv, 507-508), and now is about to
go into exile “isolated from friends, alone with only my children” (f¤lvn
¶rhmow, sÁn t°knoiw mÒnh mÒnoiw, 513). Yet Jason, in his response to Medea’s
attack, makes no mention of philoi or philia for twenty-five lines and then
claims to be a “great friend” (m°gaw f¤low, 549) to her and the children through
his new marriage, which will establish for them a connection with the city’s
rulers. In this way, he says, “…we might live well / and not be in want, since I
know that / everyone who is a friend flies away from a poor man” (... ofiko›men
kal«w / ka‹ mØ spanizo¤mesya, gign≈skvn ˜ti / p°nhta feÊgei pçw tiw
§kpod∆n f¤low, 559-61).28 Jason’s whole conception of philia, like that of
Admetus in Alcestis, is purely instrumental. Unlike Medea, who uses philia
instrumentally in contrast to her proclaimed, traditional sense of it as involving
personal loyalty and fidelity to one’s sworn pledges, Jason’s rhetoric and
actions are not only self-serving but crass and ethically trivial. He is mainly
concerned with competing effectively in the contest of words (522-25, 545-46),
as if no more were at stake than winning a formal debate. The only philia he
can understand is that of social and economic advantage: he contracts his first
marriage to achieve personal safety and “heroic” success,29 and his second for
the sake of greater wealth, social status, and the eÈtux¤a (“good fortune”) and
eÈdaimon¤a (“prosperity, happiness”) these involve (553-65). When Medea
rejects his offer of money and letters of introduction, he characteristically
blames the victim for her own misfortune, as if he himself had nothing to do
with it: “… by self-willed stubbornness / you push away your friends; therefore
you will have more grief” (aÈyad¤ai / f¤louw épvy∞i: toigår élgun∞i pl°on,
621-22).
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At the end of the choral ode that follows this scene, the chorus sing a
curse against Jason which brings together many of the main ideas associated
with philia in the first half of the play:
éxãristow ˆloiy', ˜tvi pãrestin
mØ f¤louw timçn kayarçn
éno¤janta kl∞ida fren«n:
§mo‹ m¢n f¤low oÎpot' ¶stai.
May he perish without favor or grace, that man who
does not unlock a pure mind
to do honor to friends.
To me he will never be a friend.
(659-62)
For the chorus, philia means a generous opening up of oneself, not simply one’s
resources; their wish that a man who is not a true philos should “perish without
favor or grace” (éxãristow ˆloiy') means that when such a man, who cannot
share in a reciprocal relationship, is himself destroyed, there should be no
reciprocal payment or vengeance for his destruction. This is what happens to
Jason, in the chorus’ view appropriately. Therefore they agree to help Medea
[65]“to punish [her] husband justly” by keeping silent (267), and at 1231-32,
after they have heard the messenger’s report of the horrible deaths of Creon and
his daughter, they comment, “The god seems on this day / justly (§nd¤kvw) to
fasten many evils on Jason.”
But if the chorus help Medea, they do not enter into philia with her.
Though she calls them “friends” (f¤lai, philai) on five occasions, they never
call her “friend” (f¤lh, philê). Rather, they repeatedly address her as,
“woman” (gÊnai, gunai), both when expressing sympathy (357) and when
trying to persuade her not to kill her children (816, cf. 818). This may be partly
a matter of social decorum: they are commoners, she a noblewoman. But more
significantly it reflects their sense of her as just too far out, too inhuman for
their complete solidarity.30
When she first calls them philai (227), she is seeking their sympathy and
trying, in a calculating way, to create a tie of philia by presenting herself as one
of them—a typical Greek woman in typical, only worse, circumstances. Her
use of philai emphasizes her own femaleness and places it on an equal footing
with theirs, as do the words in which she continues to seek their solidarity: “Of
all things, as many as live and have intelligence, / we women are the most
miserable growth” (pãntvn d' ˜s' ¶st' ¶mcuxa ka‹ gn≈mhn ¶xei / guna›k°w
§smen éyli≈taton futÒn, 230-31). She then goes on to speak of the common
hardships women share by virtue of their gender: marriage, childbirth, physical
and social subordination to men. Medea is not, of course, simply expressing
her fondness for the women or acknowledging a special tie between them and
herself. Rather, she is creating that tie in a deliberate effort to exploit it to hurt
her enemies.
It makes sense, therefore, that on three occasions (377, 765, 1116) when
she addresses the chorus as philai, she is discussing ways to kill these enemies
or anticipating the report of their deaths. In each instance her certainty or
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triumph makes her speak almost euphorically of her future action and
satisfaction,31 but at these moments the chorus cannot share in her exhilaration.
First, after Medea’s long speech from 364 to 409, they sing their great ode of
sympathy for her as an example of the general pattern of women betrayed by
men: in the first strophic pair, speaking in the first person (414/15, 422, 423/24,
430), they include themselves, and presumably Medea, in the gunaike¤vi g°nei
(“female race,” 416), but in the second strophic pair they address her in the
second person (431, 438, 441-42), in implicit contrast to themselves, as a
separate person.32 Similarly, after Medea’s long speech from 764 to 810, which
she begins by addressing the chorus as philai and ends by telling them of her
plans to kill her children as an assertion of her glorious heroism,33 the chorus
explicitly distinguish themselves (≤m›n, 811) from Medea (se, 812 and 813)
and address her as gunai in urging her not to kill her offspring (816). Finally,
when she catches sight of Jason’s servant coming to report the deaths of the
princess and “whoever touches the girl” (788), Medea again calls the chorus
philai (1116) in her announcement of the messenger’s entrance (which
precludes their response). After his brief exchange with her, in which she calls
him too philos (1133) in anticipatory relish of his news, she addresses the
chorus as philai for the last time (1236) when informing them of her final
[66]decision to kill the children as quickly as possible and make her escape:
f¤lai, d°doktai toÎrgon …w tãxistã moi / pa›daw ktanoÊshi t∞sd'
éformçsyai xyonÒw (“Friends, I have decided on the deed: as quickly as
possible / to kill the children and to set off from this land…,” 1236-37). Here
too Medea anticipates a triumph, but the triumph is not over her enemies, even
though she says she is preventing her children from being killed by “another,
more hostile hand” (êllhi ... dusmenest°rai xer¤, 1239) and later claims she
killed them to hurt Jason and prevent him from laughing at her (1360, 1362,
1398). Rather, throughout her speech (1236-50) she is, once again, seeking the
solidarity and support of the chorus while steeling and inciting herself to
“terrible and necessary…evils” (tå deinå kénagka›a ... kakã, 1243), the
compulsion to which makes her, she says, an “unfortunate…woman”
(dustuxØw ... gunÆ, 1250). Addressing the chorus as philai is part of Medea’s
strategy and preparation for her action.34 They, however, do not yield to her
implied solidarity. Rather, they sing a short ode (1251-70) in which they again
refer to Medea in the third person (1252-53, 1258) and then the second (1262,
1263, 1265), and call attention to her divine lineage, extraordinary suffering,
and harsh decision, thus separating her clearly from themselves.
What is most striking about Medea’s invocations of the chorus as philai is
the way these invocations are bound up with murder and triumph over enemies
who are themselves philoi. Such murder and triumph are characteristic of her
behavior in the past evoked during the course of the drama, as well as in the
present. Her flight from Colchis after the murder of her brother and betrayal of
her father and fatherland is, as it were, repeated in her “going into exile for the
murder / of my most beloved children and having dared the most impious deed.
/ For it was unendurable to be laughed at by enemies, friends” (filtãtvn
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pa¤dvn fÒnon / feÊgousa ka‹ tlçs' ¶rgon énosi≈taton. / oÈ går gelçsyai
tlhtÚn §j §xyr«n, f¤lai, 795-97). Medea goes on to make her clearest
statement of her determination to live up to the traditional heroic ethic of being
“a burden to my enemies and well-minded to my friends; / for the life of such
people is most glorious” (809-10).35 But the murder of her “most beloved
children” (1247) makes clear the self-defeating quality of this heroism. In her
own final words as she departs to kill them, dustuxØw d' §g∆ gunÆ (“I am an
unfortunate woman,” 1250).
Of course, Medea not only destroys the children who are most dear to her
but, through the children, exploits the conventions and rituals of philia to ruin
Jason. At 869-71 she tells him that he should pardon what she had spoken
against him and tolerate her anger, “for we have done many loving things in the
past [sc. as a basis for tolerance now]” (§pe‹ n«in pÒll' Ípe¤rgastai f¤la,
871).36 Medea tricks him by appealing to his sense of a relationship which, she
has been saying since the beginning of the play, is irrevocably shattered and
changed into its opposite. As if she were making a formal treaty with Jason
like their original compact, using the children as envoys she instructs them “to
change enmity / against dear ones into friendship, along with your mother; / for
we [she and Jason] have a truce and my anger is released. / Take his right
hand…” (…diallãxyhy' ëma / t∞w prÒsyen ¶xyraw §w f¤louw mhtrÚw m°ta: /
sponda‹ går ≤m›n ka‹ mey°sthken xÒlow. / lãbesye xeirÚw [67]dejiçw...,
896-99). Thus, as with Creon and Aegeus, she manipulates the ritual of philia
as a means to vengeance.37
As usual, Jason understands nothing: his prayer to see the children “reach
the goal of youth / well-reared, higher than my enemies” (920-21), with its
characteristically self-centered wish to exploit philia for his own ends, is
completely deluded and in vain. Both his understanding and his power are far
weaker than Medea’s, and this is nowhere more clear than in the contrast
between his susceptibility to illusions of philia and her ability to exploit it
triumphantly. Yet these illusions seem real enough to one whose status and
very existence are based on an attractive illusion of heroism, unsupported by
real power or knowledge.38
In the end, Medea’s exploitation of philia to serve her own heroic ends is
fruitless and self-destructive; this becomes clear in her long speech debating
whether or not to go through with her plan to kill the children. As she reverses
and again reverses her decision, she dwells on her love of the children,
weighing it against her unwillingness to be an object of ridicule by leaving her
enemies unpunished (1049-50) and her determination not to let these enemies
mistreat (kayubr¤sai, 1061) the children in revenge for her murder of Creon
and his daughter.39 Her thought of the irreversibility of this murder finally
decides matters for Medea (1064-68), and at this point comes an outpouring of
the language of philia as she addresses the children (1069-72):
dÒt', Œ t°kna,
dÒt' éspãsasyai mhtr‹ dejiån x°ra.
Œ filtãth xe¤r, f¤ltaton d° moi stÒma
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ka‹ sx∞ma ka‹ prÒsvpon eÈgen¢w t°knvn.
Give, O children,
give your mother your right hand to kiss.
O dearest hand and mouth dearest to me,
and form and noble face of [my] children.
Medea, it has been said, “finds herself caught between a pair of passionate
imperatives: ‘Kill the children because you hate their father,’ and ‘Do not kill
them because you love them as their mother.’”40 Yet at some level there is also
the imperative, “Kill them because you love them as their mother.”41 At 124041,42 as she prepares to enter the house to kill them, she says, “In every way it is
necessary that they die; and since they must, / we ourself will kill them, we, the
very one who gave birth to them” (pãntvw sf' énãgkh katyane›n: §pe‹ d¢
xrÆ, / ≤me›w ktenoËmen, o·per §jefÊsamen). Here the masculine relative
o·per suggests that Medea is renouncing normal feminine (including maternal)
feelings, even as she speaks of having given birth. So does her use of §kfÊv
(“give birth”), a verb used “mostly of the male…rarely of the female,”43 as well
as her exhortation to her heart to “arm yourself” (ıpl¤zou, 1242). She calls on
herself not to be a coward and not to remember how she gave birth to the
children (1246-47), reminding herself that she can sing a dirge for them after
they are dead (1248-49), and she ends her speech with the comment already
quoted, “For even if you will kill them, all the same / they are by nature dear; I
am an unfortunate woman” (ka‹ går efi ktene›w sf', ˜mvw / f¤loi g' ¶fusan:
dustuxØw d' §g∆ gunÆ, 1249-50). Although she urges herself to forget for the
[68]moment that she gave birth to children who are “most dear” (…w f¤ltay',
1247), the chorus remind her that she is killing those she bore as a “dear
family” (g°now f¤lion, 1262). In their next lines (1263-64), they mention
Medea’s voyage [from Colchis] through the Symplegades, again evoking the
slaughter of her brother, to which her killing of the children is analogous; this
makes it clear that her child-murder should be seen as yet another murder of
philoi—that it is not a matter of fortune, as she suggests (dustuxØw, 1250) but
of “the heavy anger of her mind” (fren«n barÁw xÒlow, 1265-66).44
When Jason learns that he will never have the bodies of the children to
lament and bury, he exclaims, “O dearest children,” to which Medea replies,
“[Dearest] to their mother, but not to you” (Ia. Œ t°kna f¤ltata. Mh. mhtr¤
ge, so‹ d' oÎ, 1397). Jason continues, “And yet you killed [them]?” (kêpeit'
¶kanew;), and Medea responds, “To hurt you” (s° ge phma¤nousa, 1398). In
other words, Medea consciously killed those who were philoi in order to hurt
Jason, a philos whom she hated. Killing philoi is part of what it means and part
of what, in this play, it always has meant, to be Medea.45 I think it is wrong to
see her as changing under the pressure of Jason’s cruel hypocrisy and, as it
were, being overwhelmed by or driven into the daemonic.46 Medea’s murder of
the children, her hatred of Jason, and her virtual divinity as she prophesies ex
machina present no more than a heightened picture of her as she had always
been, when she betrayed her father and murdered her brother. In the
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dénouement, her relations to kin and to friends are as twisted and self-serving as
ever.
Throughout the play, Medea speaks sincerely and passionately of philia as
a compact by which two people commit their faith and themselves by sworn
oaths, yet at the same time she uses philia to destroy, and to justify destroying,
those she hates. On the one hand, she is a victim; on the other hand, given the
pervasive instrumentality in the play of relationships of philia, she is no
different from Jason, Creon, or even Aegeus—only more effective. Her
terrifying display of her skill and power qualifies whatever sympathy she elicits
from both the chorus and the audience or reader, whose difficulties in
interpreting her character and the play accurately reflect the ambiguities of
philia and the problematic moral significance of acting like a philos.47
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assist him (8, 529-33). Indeed, Jason is the first unheroic hero in extant Greek literature.
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Argonautica. As H. Rohdich, Die Euripideische Tragödie (Heidelberg 1968) 56-57,
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K. Reinhardt, “Die Sinneskrise im Orest,” Tradition und Geist. Gesammelte Essays zur
Dichtung (Göttingen 1960) 237, on Euripides’ transformation of Jason from “der
abenteuernde kühne Held und furchtbare Rächer” of traditional myth to “einem der
moralisch Angeknacksten….”
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30. It is by no means unparalleled in Attic tragedy for a character to call the chorus
f¤loi or f¤lai, but such addresses 1) usually occur when the chorus are related to the
character by kinship (e.g. A. Su. 740) or by a bond of solidarity well established in the
play (e.g. A. Pers. 162, 206, 219, 445, 598, 619; S. Aj. 315, 328, 803 and Ph. 825; E. El.
175, 747, 751, 871); 2) are linguistically or dramatically motivated in context (e.g. A.
Ch. 100 [explained in 101]; S. OT 1321 [explained in 1322-24], 1329, 1339, 1334 and
OC 1677, 1721, 1738; E. Hel. 330 [motivated by 329 and establishing the precedent for
627 and 1369]). In A. Pers. and S. Tr., the only plays where a character addresses the
chorus as f¤loi or f¤lai as often as does Medea, Atossa and Deianeira are motivated by
fear and the concomitant desire for advice and assistance; cf. Tecmessa in S. Aj. 315,
328, 803. Elsewhere, e.g. E. Alc. 935 and 960, Hipp. 419 and 674, Hel. 440, and Ion 764
and 769, the character may be pointing out, or seeking sympathy for, her sufferings. In
no play other than Medea does a character repeatedly refer to a chorus as f¤lai when
there is no established basis for such a relationship and where the chorus (pointedly) do
not answer in kind. For a complete list of passages in which characters address choruses
(and other characters) as f¤loi or f¤lai, and choruses address characters (or
themselves) as f¤low or f¤lh, see T. Wendel, Die Gesprächsanrede im griechischen
Epos und Drama der Blütezeit (Tübinger Beiträge 6, Stuttgart 1929) 16—a reference I
owe to M. Griffith.
31. Cf. the future forms genhsÒmesya (766), te¤sein (767), probÆsetai (1117),
éggele› (1120); §gxeir« (377) by its very sense looks to the future.
32. In formal terms, as Earle (supra n. 15) 130 remarks, the ode makes a routine
movement from the more general in the first pair of stanzas to a specific application in
the second pair. But it is possible that even in the first strophic pair, the chorus, by
speaking in the first person, may exclude Medea from the gunaike¤vi g°nei. This, at
least, is the retrospective effect of their addressing her in the second person in the second
strophic pair.
33. Easterling (supra n. 14) 185. On Medea’s heroism, see, in addition to Knox
(supra n. 13) 197-202 = 297-302, E. Schlesinger, “Zu Euripides’ Medea,” Hermes 94
(1966) 26-53, esp. 30, 53. For a completely different perspective on Medea’s heroism,
see P. Pucci, The Violence of Pity in Euripides’ Medea (Ithaca 1980) 92-96; Buxton
(supra n. 19) 160-61.
34. Just as she addresses the chorus as philai at moments of deadly decision and
euphoric triumph over her enemies, so Medea answers the messenger who comes with
the news of the success of her plot: “You will be among my benefactors / for the rest [of
time] now, and among my friends” (§n d' eÈerg°taiw / tÚ loipÚn ≥dh ka‹ f¤loiw §mo›w
¶shi, 1127-28)—in a sense perverting the meaning of friendship and benefaction.
[72]As already noted, she calls him philos again at 1133, when asking him not to hurry
his tale of her success.
35. On Medea’s heroism, see supra n. 33.
36. My paraphrase follows that of Page (supra n. 15) 136, on 871.
37. It is completely in character that her actual murder of Creon and his daughter is
achieved by employing conventions of philia—gift-giving (946, 964, 973) and
supplication (971)—to pretend to establish a new relationship of solidarity between
herself and her children, on the one hand, and the princess, on the other.
38. On Jason’s lack of heroism, see supra n. 29.
39. Some scholars, beginning with T. Bergk, Griechische Literaturgeschichte III
(1884) 512 n. 13, have doubted the authenticity of 1056-80, the final part of Medea’s
monologue. These lines are deleted by Diggle (supra n. 19) 138, the most recent editor
of the play. For a lucid presentation of the reasons for and against deletion and
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references to previous discussions, see D. Kovacs, “On Medea’s Great Monologue (E.
Med. 1021-80),” CQ 36 (1986) 343-52, to whom I owe the reference to Bergk. Kovacs
argues for the excision of 1056-64 but considers the rest of the monologue authentic. M.
Dyson, “Euripides’ Medea 1056-80,” GRBS 28 (1987) 23-34, defends the authenticity of
the entire passage. [See also the contribution of B. Seidensticker in this volume.]
40. Burnett (supra n. 14) 22
41. Easterling (supra n. 14) 187 suggests, in light of modern studies of parents who
murder their children, that Medea may “protective[ly] rationaliz[e]” murdering her
children by considering that they “would in their own interests be better off dead.”
42. Either Page (supra n. 15) 149, on 1062-63, is correct in deleting these lines at
1062-63 or they should be retained in both places.
43. LSJ s.v. §kfÊv. Cf. the opposition between ı fÊsaw and ≤ tekoËsa in E. Alc.
290, Lysias 10.8.
44. If these words, found in the manuscripts, actually belong in the text: Diggle reads
frenobarØw / xÒlow, while Page places 1265-66 between daggers. prosp¤tnei (1266),
which is probably secure despite the textual uncertainty, may be felt to describe a force
or emotion as attacking Medea; this does not, however, mean that the chorus are
excusing Medea from personal responsibility for her planned murder. In 856-59, where,
whatever the exact text, the chorus ask Medea, “Whence can you get your boldness of
mind ... in applying to your children terrible daring?” (pÒyen yrãsow ... frenÚw ... / ...
lÆchi / deinÚn prosãgousa tÒlman;), the yrãsow ... frenÚw is external to Medea, like
fren«n barÁw / xÒlow in 1265-66, but there is no doubt about Medea’s responsibility
for her actions. Cf. 103-104, where the Nurse warns the children of Medea’s “savage
character and the hateful nature / of her self-willed mind” (êgrion ∑yow stugerãn te
fÊsin / frenÚw aÈyãdouw). (The Nurse also speaks of Medea’s bare›a frÆn [38] in a
passage that is deleted by both Page and Diggle and is probably an interpolation.) For
the deadly potential of Medea’s xÒlow, see also 93-95, 171-72; cf. 590, 898.
45. This is true whether or not her intentional murder of the children is a Euripidean
innovation. On this question, see Page (supra n. 15) xxi-xxv and G. Paduano, La
formazione del mondo ideologico e poetico di Euripide: Alcesti-Medea (Pisa 1968) 194206; also D. J. Conacher, Euripidean Drama (Toronto 1967) 185-86; A. Lesky, Die
tragische Dichtung der Hellenen3 (Göttingen 1972) 301 with n. 20; Burnett (supra n. 14)
10-11 with n. 15.
46. Cf. A. Rivier, “L’élément démonique chez Euripide,” in Euripide (Fondation
Hardt, Entretiens 6, Geneva 1960) 60-68; Essai sur le tragique d’Euripide2 (Paris 1975)
44-52.
[73]47. Parts of this essay were presented orally at the University of Florida, the
University of California at Irvine, and a panel on philia at the Annual Meeting of the
American Philological Association in New York City, December, 1987. I am grateful to
colleagues and members of the audiences on all three occasions for useful comments and
suggestions. I also would like to thank L. Slatkin for criticism of an early draft of the
essay; C. Dewald, D. Roberts, and the editors of this volume for exceptionally careful,
thoughtful, and instructive responses to a penultimate version; L. Edmunds for several
helpful references. These colleagues should not be held responsible for the use I have
made of their suggestions or for my arguments and interpretations.

